Many-one reductions between search problems (i.e. multi-valued functions) play a crucial part in both algorithmic game theory (via classes such as PLS or PPAD) and the study of incomputability in analysis. While the formal setting differs significantly, the present papers offers a unifying approach in terms of category theory that allows to deduce that any degree structure arising from such reducibilities is a distributive lattice. Moreover, it is a Kleenealgebra, which allows to consider wtt-degrees, too. We discuss some specific examples and study degree-theoretic properties that do depend on the specific reducibility.
Introduction
Both computability theory and complexity theory traditionally focus on decision problems, an observation that especially holds for degree-theoretic considerations. In computability theory this also covers functions by identifying them with their graph. Standard treatments of complexity theory (e.g. [30] ) often include a chapter on optimization problems, which can be conceived of as a special kind of search problem (or multi-valued function): Any instance of a problem specifies some set of solutions, one of which has to be produced.
The present paper is meant to instigate a systematic investigation of search problems under many-one reductions. There are two main reasons for this endeavour:
First, search problems induce a nicer degree structure than decision problems, in particular, they form a lattice rather than merely a join-semilattice. Spoken in terms of complexity classes, this means that the intersection of any two complexity classes admitting complete search problems will again have a complete search problem.
Second, there are some interesting applications where decision problems turn out to be completely inadequate for modeling. A typical example is algorithmic game theory studying tasks such as finding a Nash equilibrium of a game -as these are guaranteed to exist, but are not unique in general, the usual approaches to replace a search problem by a related decision problem fail here. From a more abstract point of view, [3] shows that under natural assumptions there are NP-search problems not reducible to their decision counterpart.
The reader may have noticed the absence of any commitment to either complexity theory or computability theory so far. This is justified by the fact that a lot of the theory of manyone reductions between search problems can be developed in a very abstract way, obliterating the need to specify any particular field. Considering search problems allows us to drop the principled distinction between the objects of interest and the witnesses for reductions, and to treat the latter as a special case of the former. In particular, search problems can be subjected to composition, unlike decision problems, which paves the way for category theoretic language to be employed.
Another difference between search problems and decision problems that affects the study of the corresponding degree structure is that while any given algorithm can only decide a single decision problem, it will solve various search problems. For example, the trivial search problem where anything is a solution to any instance is clearly solved by any terminating algorithm. This means that different problems f 1 , f 2 may be reducible to some g such that the witnesses for the reductions are identical. This forces us to take into consideration an entailment relation between search problems telling us whether solving f already means that we have solved g, too.
Overview
Section 2 is the main part of the present paper, as it provides a generic definition of manyone reducibility in a category theoretic framework, and contains some general structural results about the induced degree structures. Here Subsection 2.1 provides the technical details of the definitions, Subsection 2.2 then contains Theorem 12, stating informally that the degree structure of any many-one reduction between search problems is a distributive lattice. The additional structure as a Kleene-algebra is covered in Subsection 2.3.
The reader not interested in the categorical framework might prefer to jump directly to Sections ??, ?? to find Theorem 12 applied in various settings. While we always find a distributive lattice with the same (more or less) operations as infimum and supremum, other aspects of the degree-structure do depend on the setting. A few examples are given, and some open questions are posed regarding these aspects.
Preceding work 1.3 A first example
To demonstrate the basic ideas, we shall briefly discuss polynomial-time computable many-one reductions between (Type-1) search problems. In this subsection, a search problem shall be formalized by a relation P ⊆ {0, 1} * × {0, 1} * . (x, y) ∈ P signifies that x denotes an instance of the search problem P , and y denotes a solution to this instance. As we consider search problems to generalize partial function, we write dom(P ) := {x | ∃y.(x, y) ∈ P }.
Solving a search problem P entails solving another problem P ′ (denoted by P ′ P ), if every instance with a solution in P ′ also has a solution in P , and every solution in P is also a solution of P ′ :
An algorithm f solves a search problem P , if for any x ∈ dom(P ) it computes some f (x) with P (x, f (x)), i.e. if P Graph(f ) holds. This clearly demonstrates that any given algorithm solves various search problems, namely all those that are -below it.
A reduction from P to Q takes an instance of P , computes an instance of Q from it, and obtains a solution to Q for it. Then the original instance for P , together with the solution from Q have to be sufficient to compute the solution to P . Hence, the definition of many-one reductions will involve the usual pairing function : {0, 1} * × {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * .
If we identify the witnesses h, k with their graphs 2 H, K, we can restate the definition in terms of the composition of search problems, defined via P • Q = {(x, z) | ∃y (x, y) ∈ Q ∧ (y, z) ∈ P }, together with the entailment relation and the diagonal function defined via ∆(x) = x, x :
Now one may go on to prove ≤ m to be a preorder, which essentially depends on polynomial-time computable functions to be closed under composition and product, and the entailment relation to respective these operations. In other words, the polynomial-time computable functions form a subcategory of the category of search problems.
In the next step, the operations ⊕ and ⊔ on search problems are introduced via P ⊕ Q( x, y ) = 0P (x) ∪ 1Q(y), P ⊔ Q(0x) = P (x) and P ⊔ Q(1x) = Q(x). Informally, P ⊕ Q allows us to ask a question to P and one to Q, and presents us with an answer for either of them; while P ⊔ Q allows us to determine whether P or Q is invoked. These operations take on the rôle of infimum (⊕) and supremum (⊔) regarding ≤ m , turning the corresponding degree structure into a (distributive) lattice.
2 A generic definition of many-one reductions
The category-theoretic foundations
The framework in which we will introduce many-one reductions is given by poset-enriched pcategories [35] with a few additional properties. P-categories were introduced to capture the rôle of the cartesian product (i.e. the pairing function ) defined on partial functions, where it no longer coincides with the categorical product. The partial order defined on the sets of morphisms between fixed objects corresponds to the entailment relation .
Definition 1 ([35])
. A p-category is a category C together with a naturally associative and naturally commutative bifunctor × : C × C → C (the product 3 ), a natural transformation ∆ (the diagonal) between the identity functor and the derived functor X → X × X, and two families of natural transformations (π A 1 ) A∈Ob(C) and (π B 2 ) B∈Ob(C) (the projections) where π A 1 is between the derived functor X → X × A and the identity, while π B 2 is between the derived functor X → B × X and the identity, such that the following properties are given:
For easier reading, we shall write π
for π X 2 (Y ) and finally ∆ X in place of ∆(X). If the superscripts are obvious from the context, they may be dropped.
The treatment of partial maps in a categorical framework causes the concept of the domain of a map to split into two separate ones. With Dom(f ) we denote the object A, if f : A → B is a morphism. Following [13] , we write dom(f ) for the morphism π
is the first projection of the product X × Y . One can interpret dom(f ) : A → A as the partial identity on that part of A where the partial map f is actually defined.
On morphisms of the form dom f : X → X, a partial order ⊆ may be defined
f . This partial order even is a meet-semilattice, with composition • taking the rôle of the infimum representing the intersection. For f : A → B and g : A → C, the morphism g • dom(f ) is the restriction of g to the domain of f , so we could introduce the extension ordering for partial maps via f ⊆ g, if f = g • dom(f ). Hence, any p-category may be considered to be poset enriched in a canonic way. However, we do not wish to restrict ourselves to the case where coincides with ⊆ (compare the example in Subsection 1.3).
The concept of domains and restrictions allows us to formulate how projections work together with diagonals, as we find for any morphisms f :
In a slightly more general situation, we can omit the diagonal and find:
Instead of taking to be the poset-enrichment, we define a poset enriched p-category to be a p-category (with underlying category C and product ×) together with a family of partial orders ( A,B ) A,B∈Ob(C) , where A,B is a partial order on the hom-set 4 C(A, B), such that is compatible with both composition and product, i.e. f g implies f • h g • h, h • f h • g and f × h g × h for suitable morphisms h. We also require that is in a specific sense well-behaved on domains, as we require that for any morphisms f, g, h such that dom(f ) ⊆ dom(g) ⊆ dom(h) if dom(h) dom(f ) holds, then dom(h) dom(g) follows. Due to the compatibility of and •, we find dom(g) dom(f ) in this case without additional assumptions, hence, we see a certain splitting behaviour of domains under .
In a meet-semilattice enriched p-category C we require all binary infima in (C(A, B), ) to exist, and moreover, the infima to be compatible with composition and products.
The requirement for to be compatible with compositions and products also implies an interesting connection between and domains, again without additional assumptions:
Proof. From f g we can conclude (id X × f ) (id X × g), which in turn implies:
Evaluation of both sides of this statement yields the claim.
While the presence of the product is sufficient to define many-reductions, coproducts are required for our results regarding the induced degree structure. We say that a poset-enriched p-category has α-coproducts for some cardinal α, if the underlying category has α-coproducts, and if these are compatible with both × and , i.e. if there is a natural isomorphism a : A × ν<α B ν → ν<α (A × B ν ) and f ν g ν for all n < α implies ν<α f ν ν<α g ν . The coproduct injections are denoted by ι
More generally, we want all coproduct injections to be retractable. For this, assume that Ob(C) is totally connected, i.e. for any two objects A, B ∈ Ob(C) there is some morphism c A,B : A → B in C. Then a retract κ We shall need some facts about coproducts in p-categories:
Proposition 3. For any X ∈ Ob(C) in a p-category with α-coproducts we find dom(∇ α X ) = id X .
Proof. We have to show π
Due to the uniqueness condition for coproducts, this is equivalent to π
for all µ < α. By naturality of the diagonal and × being a functor, we get:
, which is true.
Proposition 4. For any family (X ν ) ν<α , X ν ∈ Ob(C) in a p-category with α-coproducts we find dom(ι
Proof. The definition of coproducts requires
), comparison of the two right sides provides the claim.
Proposition 5. For families (f ν : X ν → Y ν ) ν<α , (g ν : X ν → Z) ν<α of morphisms in a p-category with α-coproducts the following identity holds:
where a :
Proof. It is sufficient to show that both sides of the equation are identical when composed with an arbitrary coproduct injection ι (Xν )ν<α η for η < α from the right, hence we want to prove:
As ∆ is a natural transformation and × a functor, the injection ι (Xν )ν<α η can be moved inwards to yield:
In the next step, the isomorphism a is taken into account:
The resulting identity follows directly from the definition of the co-diagonal.
Finally, a sub-poset enriched p-category of some poset enriched p-category with coproducts is a subcategory of the underlying category which is closed under products and coproducts, together with the suitable restrictions of the additional structures. It is wide, if it includes all objects and all domains (i.e. all morphisms of the form dom(f ) )of the containing category. Clearly any sub-poset enriched p-category is a poset enriched p-category in its own right. Now we have amassed the necessary building blocks to define the setting for our work:
Definition 6. A (α−)many-one category extension (moce) shall be a meet-semilattice-enriched p-category P with α-coproducts, together with a wide and totally connected sub-poset enriched p-category S.
In order to describe a moce we need four objects, hence we shall write them as quadruples (P, S, ×, ), where P is a category made to a p-category by the functor ×, is a family of partial orders on the hom-sets of P and S is a suitable subcategory of P made to a poset enriched p-category by the restrictions of × and .
All standard examples for many-one reductions come from a poset-enriched p-category P that is obtained from a category equivalent to a full subcategory of the category Rel of relations, with the cartesian product as product and P ′ P ⇔ (dom(P ′ ) ⊆ dom(P ) ∧ P ⊆ P ′ ) as partial order. However -even with some full subcategory of Rel as starting point -one could use the categorical product on Rel rather than the cartesian one, or the extension relationships ⊆ or ⊇ rather than the entailment order to obtain a poset enriched p-category 5 .
Occasionally we will be interested in special objects -or morphisms that behave sufficiently like objects, i.e. domains -in our categories. An initial object in a p-category is just an initial object in the underlying category, i.e. an object I ∈ Ob(C) such that |C(I, A)| = 1 for all A ∈ Ob(C). We can generalize this notion to domains, by calling a domain dom i initial, if for any A ∈ Ob(C) there is exactly one morphism g with g • dom i = g and CDom(g) = A. Clear I is initial, iff id I = dom id I is initial as a domain.
Usually an object E in a category C is called empty, if the existence of some morphism g : A → E implies that A is an initial object. Clearly, this definition is somewhat contradicted with our requirement for the relevant categories to be totally connected -only categories equivalent to the trivial category containing a single object and no further morphisms fulfills the criteria.
Calling a morphism g in a p-category total, if dom(g) = id Dom(g) , we see that the total morphisms in a p-category form a sub-p-category, on which the p-category product even coincides with the categorical product. Now we define an empty object of a p-category to be an initial object in the underlying category which is empty in the subcategory of total morphisms. The concept of emptiness is extended to domains by calling an initial domain dom e empty, if for any total morphism g with dom(e) • g = g we find Dom(g) to be an initial object.
Likewise, a final object of a p-category shall be a final object of the subcategory of total maps. A domain dom f is called final, if for any object A there is exactly one total morphism g with dom(f ) • g = g and Dom(g) = A. Now we may conclude that E × A is isomorphic to E for any empty object E and any object A in a p-category, while for a final object F we find F × A to be isomorphic to A. These properties can be extended to domains.
Finally, we say that a domain is initial (empty, final) in a moce (P, S, ×, ), if it has this property in both P and S.
The lattice of many-one degrees
There are two definitions of many-one reductions commonly found in the literature on search or function problems, which differ in the question whether the post-processing of the oracle answer still has access to the input. Forgetting the input leads to a simpler definition, and may make proofs of non-reducibility easier, while retaining it yields the nicer degree structure and allows to formulate stronger and more meaningful separation statements. We shall speak of strong many-one reductions if the original input is forgotten, and of many-one reductions otherwise.
Throughout this subsection, we assume that some moce (P, S, ×, ) is given, and refrain from mentioning it explicitly where this is unnecessary.
Definition 7 (Strong many-one reductions
holds. As is a preorder, this implies f ≤ sm f . Now assume f ≤ sm g and g ≤ sm h witnessed by H, K, F, G ∈ S. Due to the assumptions on , g
Proof. As we require Ob(P) = Ob(S), and S is closed under products, in particular we also have π
Proof. Reflexivity of ≤ m follows from Propositions 8, 10. Now assume f ≤ m g witnessed by F, G ∈ S, and g ≤ m h witnessed by H, K ∈ S. Due to the assumptions on ,
Using the transitivity of and the naturality of the diagonal, one obtains:
Now we use the distributivity of products over composition (i.e. the fact that × is a functor):
Then the associativity of products is used, with a ∈ S denoting the canonic isomorphism a :
In the next step, again the distributivity of products over composition is relevant: CDom(h) ) and N = K • G and observe M, N ∈ S, hence the following proves the remaining part of the claim:
As usual, our interest is focused on the partial orders induced by the preorders (in particular by ≤ m ) on their equivalence classes (or degrees). For any moce (P, S, ×, ), the partially ordered class of equivalence classes for ≤ m shall be denoted by D(P, S, ×, ). The main result in this subsection is the following:
The proof of Theorem 12 will be spread over the following lemmata, which also give categorytheoretic descriptions of the suprema and infima in D(P, S, ×, ).
Lemma 13. D(P, S, ×, ) has α-suprema, and these are given by α-coproducts, i.e.:
(CDom(fν ))ν<α λ ∈ S for the respective coproduct injections and retracts of coproduct injections. The claim then follows from the following equation:
Follows from 1. via Proposition 10.
CDom(g) be the canonic isomorphism due to the distributive nature of α-coproducts and products 6 .
We use
∈ S. Hence, the following equation proves the claim:
To derive this equation, first consider the effect of the isomorphism a:
The interaction of projections and diagonals makes this equivalent to:
The latter equation follows directly from Proposition 3.
be the canonic isomorphism obtained from the distributivity law. We use ∇ α to abbreviate
Composition always commutes with coproducts of the same type:
Now we can invoke Proposition 5 to obtain:
Invoking commutativity of coproducts and composition again, we get:
As and α-coproducts commute, we know that ν<α f ν is -below the expression above. This concludes this part of the proof.
5. f ν ≤ m g for all ν implies ν<α f ν ≤ m g. This follows by applying transitivity of ≤ m from Proposition 11 to 3. and 4.
6. The claim is equivalent to 2. and 5.
The infima are not given by a purely category-theoretic construction, but rather rely on the poset enrichment together with the assumption that in S, suitable binary infima actually exist. As projections and injections are all included in S by assumption, we can define the following:
Lemma 15. D(P, S, ×, ) has (binary) infima, and these are given by ⊕, i.e.:
• (id Dom(f ) × dom(g)) , as we find:
The latter expression is clearly -above f ⊕ g, as can be verified from Definition 14.
be the canonic distributivity isomorphism. The claim now is witnessed by
To prove this, we have to show that the following morphism is -above h:
As inf and • are compatible, we can move the inf-operator to the outside, and obtain a morphism that is -below the preceding one, hence it will suffice to show that h is -below the following:
Using the standard properties of the isomorphism a, coproducts, injections and the codiagonal, this is equivalent to: inf ,i∈{1,2}
Applying the projections yields the following equivalent expression:
The domain-morphisms can be moved past the diagonal to arrive at:
By assumption, we have h
. By composition with dom(h) from the right, we arrive at
By symmetry, we can use the same way to prove:
This concludes the proof of the claim.
2. and 3. are the defining properties of the infimum.
Lemma 16. D(P, S, ×, ) is distributive, i.e. for all f, g ν ∈ P:
be the canonic distributivity isomorphism. Further let b :
ν<α CDom(g ν ) be the canonic associativity isomorphism. Then a and b witness the reduction, i.e.:
As a is an isomorphism, we can apply the inverse a −1 from the right on both sides and obtain an equivalent statement:
Now both sides have a coproduct as a domain, so by compatibility of and coproducts as well as composition, the statement above is equivalent to the one below holding for all µ < α:
This evaluates to:
To prove this statement, we insert the definition of ⊕ and move the coproduct injection on the left side further to the left:
As we assume that composition preserves infima, we can move these to the outside. Additionally, we can drop the composition with (f × g µ ) from both sides to arrive at a stronger statement:
On the left side, we can move the projections past the product due to dom(ι (CDom(gν ))ν<α µ ) = id CDom(gµ) (Proposition 4), and on the right side we take into consideration the effects of the isomorphism b:
As both sides are identical, this statement true, and, as shown above, implies our claim.
ν<α g ν This direction holds in every lattice, hence, it follows from Theorem 12.
Proposition 17. If (P, S, ×, ) has an initial domain, then D(P, S, ×, ) has a bottom element.
Proof. Let i = dom i : I → I be an initial domain in S. We claim i ≤ sm f for any f ∈ P. By Proposition 10 this implies the original statement. As S is totally connected, there is some morphism c CDom(f ),I : CDom(f ) → I in S. Also, there is a morphism 
The Kleene-algebra of many-one degrees
Besides the lattice-structure, the many-one degrees also have the structure of a Kleene-algebra 7 [24] , provided certain conditions are fulfilled. We shall start by discussion the underlying idempotent semiring. The addition in the Kleene-algebra is the supremum of the lattice, i.e. the coproduct. The multiplication in the Kleene-algebra is induced by the product of the p-category, as to be shown next.
Lemma 18. × induces an operation on D(P, S, ×, ), i.e. f i ≤ m g i for i ∈ {1, 2} implies (
Proof. Let f i ≤ m g i be witnessed by H i , K i , and let a :
] be the canonic isomorphism constructed from associativity and commutativity of ×. Then (
being equal to
together with the fact that × is compatible with .
For completeness, we shall also state the following, while omitting the trivial proof: Lemma 19. × induces an operation on the ≤ sm -degrees, i.e. f i ≤ sm g i for i ∈ {1, 2} implies (
Theorem 20. Let the p-category P have an empty domain e and a final domain f . Then the degrees D(P, S, ×, ) together with the operations and × and the constants E, F ∈ D form an idempotent commutative semiring, i.e. the following hold for all a, b, c ∈ D:
Proof. First of all, note that by Lemmata 13, 18 the operations are well-defined. Further, by Proposition 10 morphisms in P that are isomorphic over S represent the same degree in D(P, S, ×, ). Hence, 1. follows from Lemma 13. As every empty domain is initial, 2. follows from Lemma 13 and Proposition 17. Claim 3. is a direct consequence of associativity and commutativity of the functor ×, while 4. comes from the interaction of × with special objects or domains. Finally, 5. is implied by the requirement that the functor × distributes over coproducts.
The product can be iterated: We inductively define f 1 = f , f n+1 = f n ×f for any morphism, and follow by f * = n∈N f n , assuming this coproduct exists. Intuitively, access to f * allows us to use f for any predetermined finite number of times in parallel; hence, the operation * is suitable to introduce a generalization of wtt-degrees in our framework.
In a ℵ 0 -moce, we have the prerequisites to deal with all countable coproducts, in particular with f * . However, our computability-inspired examples do not fulfill the respective criteria: The category of computable functions is not closed under countable coproducts. However, forming countable coproducts is usually unproblematic in the super-category P, and sufficiently uniform countable coproducts, such as f * even preserve computability. We will prove the existence of the Kleene-algebra structure assuming that S has all needed coproducts; so in order to apply the result, their presence has to be checked individually.
As preparation, we point out that for any two objects X, Y ∈ Ob(S) we find X * × Y * to be isomorphic to (X × Y ) * n,m∈N,n =m (X n × Y m ) , hence, we have a retractable embedding (X × Y ) * ֒→ (X * × Y * ) in S due to the assumption that S is totally connected. Further, we need to consider objects of the form (X * ) m . Iterating the distributivity of products over coproducts, we obtain an isomorphism a m : (X * ) m → n 1 ,...,nm∈N X n 1 +...+nm in S. For any n ∈ N, we let p(n) denote the number of distinct order-depending summations of the form n = n 1 +. . . n m with varying m ∈ N. Then we obtain an isomorphism a : (X * ) * → n∈N i≤p(n) X n in S by taking first the coproduct over all a m , and then rearranging the resulting coproduct. Motivated by this, we will use ∇ * X : (X * ) * → X * to denote the composition
Due to distributivity and associativity, this is isomorphic to
Compose the respective isomorphisms with a retract to the first component of the final coproduct to obtain a canonic morphism c : (
and another isomorphism to obtain the canonic morphism χ X,Y :
Theorem 21. Given an ℵ 0 -moce (P, S, ×, ), * induces a closure operator on D(P, S, ×, ), i.e. for all f, g ∈ P:
Corollary 22. Let the p-category P have an empty object E and a final object F . Then (D, , ×, E, F, * ) is a continuous Kleene-algebra.
An important consequence of Theorem 21 is that the following actually defines a preorder:
Definition 23. Let Theorem 21 hold for D(P, S, ×, ). For f, g ∈ P, define f ≤ wtt g, if f ≤ m g * , or equivalently f * ≤ m g * holds. The resulting degrees are denoted by D * .
Corollary 24. D * is a lattice, and a sub-meet-semilattice of D.
Standard Examples
The standard examples of many-one reducibilities are all derived from a moce (P, S, ×, ) where P is some full subcategory of the category Rel of relations (or multi-valued functions), which is made into a p-category via the cartesian product ×; while the partial order is defined via P ′ P ⇔ dom(P ′ ) ⊆ dom(P ) ∧ P ⊆ P ′ . Once we have verified that these fulfill our axioms, any specific reducibility is specified by a subcategory of Rel closed under products and coproducts, and Theorem 12 becomes immediately applicable.
We shall fill in the details now. The objects of Rel are just the sets, and the morphisms in
On objects, both products and coproducts are formed as in Set; for morphisms we find ν<α f ν : ν<α X ν → ν<α Y ν to be defined via (ν, x) ∈ ν<α f ν iff x ∈ f ν ; and
It is a standard result that we find Rel to be a p-category with coproducts thus. We add the following in order to complete the setting:
Lemma 25. For any sets, A, B the relation defined via P ′ P ⇔ dom(P ′ ) ⊆ dom(P )∧P ⊆ P ′ for P, P ′ ⊆ A × B, is compatible with composition, products and coproducts in Rel, and meet-semilattice.
Computable many-one reductions (Type 1)
Let C 1 to be the subcategory of Rel containing all partial computable functions f :⊆ {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * , where we identify a function with its graph. As the identity id {0,1} * is computable, and the composition of computable functions yields a computable function, this actually is a category. Moreover, the computable functions are closed under the formation of products and finite coproducts, and also contain all standard projections and injections, if we use the following definition:
Thus, we find (Rel |{0,1} * , C 1 , ×, ) to be a moce, and study C 1 = D(Rel |{0,1} * , C 1 , ×, ). We give the special cases of the definitions and results from Section 2.2 below:
Definition 27 (special case of Definition 9). For two multi-valued functions f, g :⊆ {0, 1} * ⇉ {0, 1} * , define f ≤ m g, if there are computable functions H, K :⊆ {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * with H x, y ∈ f (x) whenever y ∈ g(K(x)). 1 , ⊕, ) is a distributive lattice.
Corollary 28 (of Theorem 12). (C
In C 1 , there exists both an empty domain and final domains, namely the no-where defined multi-valued function ∅ ⊂ {0, 1} * × {0, 1} * and any {(x, x)} ⊆ {0, 1} * × {0, 1} * . The corresponding degrees shall be denoted by 0, 1 ∈ C 1 . Proposition 29. 1 is the least element in C 1 \ {0} and contains exactly those multi-valued functions admitting a computable choice function.
We do point out that decision problems cannot be considered as a special case of multi-valued functions in the straight-forward way, as our definition of many-one reductions allows modifications of the output; in particular, the characteristic function of a set is trivially equivalent to the characteristic function of its complement. However, many results proven for many-one reductions between search problems hold -with identical proofs -also for Turing reductions with the number of oracle queries limited to 1, which corresponds to the notion employed here.
For example, Yates' result regarding the existence of minimal pairs applies here as follows:
). There are a, b ∈ C 1 \ {0, 1} with total representatives such that for any c ≤ m (a ⊕ b) that has a representative f ∈ c of the type f : {0, 1} * → {0, 1}, we find c = 1.
However, the constraint on the type of some representative is crucial, as we will demonstrate below. Instrumental is the next technical lemma:
Lemma 31. There are Turing functionals Ψ, Φ, such that for all total multi-valued functions f, g : {0, 1} * ⇉ {0, 1} * and for any choice function I of (f ⊕ g), either Ψ I is a choice function of f or Φ I is a choice function of g.
Proof.
On input x, Ψ will search for some y such that I x, y = 0z. Once this is found, it will output z. On input y, Φ will search for some x such that I x, y = 1z, and output z.
It is clear that if I is a choice function of (f ⊕ g), then Ψ I (x) ∈ f (x) and Φ I (y) ∈ g(y) whenever the former values exist. It remains to show that for any suitable I, either Φ I (x) exists for all x or Ψ I (y) exists for all y. Assume that Φ I (x) does not exist for some x 0 . That means the search for some y with I x 0 , y = 0z for some z was unsuccessful, hence, I x 0 , y = 1z y for all y. But this means that x 0 always is a solution to the search performed by Ψ I , hence Ψ I (y) always exists. Proof. Let f ∈ a and g ∈ b be total. If a ⊕ b = 0, then f ⊕ g has a computable choice function I. By Lemma 31, either Ψ I is a (computable!) choice function of f , implying a = 1; or Φ I is a (computable!) choice function of g, implying b = 1.
Polynomial-time many reductions (Type 1)
This time we consider the category P 1 of polynomial-time computable partial functions f :⊆ {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * . This is closed under the products and coproducts given by Definition 26, hence, we can study P 1 = D(Rel |{0,1} * , P 1 , ×, ) in the usual way. It is worth noting that the same considerations apply to other usual resource-bounded reducibilities.
Definition 33. For two multi-valued functions f, g :⊆ {0, 1} * ⇉ {0, 1} * , define f ≤ p m g, if there are polynomial-time computable functions H, K :⊆ {0, 1} * → {0, 1} * with H x, y ∈ f (x) whenever y ∈ g(K(x)). Let P 1 denote the set of ≤ m -degrees of multi-valued functions of this type.
Corollary 34 (of Theorem 12). (P 1 , ⊕, ) is a distributive lattice.
The empty and final domains of P 1 are exactly those of C 1 considered in Subsection 3.1; again we shall use 0 and 1 to denote the respective degrees. Also, we find the following counterpart to Proposition 29 Proposition 35. 1 is the least element in P 1 \ {0} and contains exactly those multi-valued functions admitting a polynomial-time computable choice function.
As in Subsection 3.1, the many-one degrees of decision problems (Karp degrees [23] ) are not a substructure of P 1 in the natural way; however, many results proven about them also hold for polynomial-time Turing reductions with a single permitted oracle query, which do form a natural substructure.
Some results and their proofs can even be extended to include search problems; this shall be demonstrated for Ladner's density result [26, Theorem 2] . For this, note that two notions coinciding for single-valued functions differ for multi-valued functions, namely the existence of a computable choice function and the decidability of the graph. In accordance with Proposition 29, it makes sense to call those multi-valued functions satisfying the former condition computable. Additionally, the latter condition has the disadvantage of not being preserved downwards by many-one reductions. However, a decidable graph is the condition needed for the following theorem. Its proof closely resembles the one of [26, Theorem 2] , which in turn was inspired by techniques from [4] . This definition of b 0 , b 1 already ensures the first condition to be true. For the remain ones, a priority argument is employed. Using a enumeration R e of polynomial-time many-one reductions, and the notation R e (f ) for the multi-valued function arising from the application of the reduction procedure R e to f , we obtain the following conditions to be satisfied:
The polynomial-time decision procedure for D now works in stages, such that on input x all stages s ≤ |x| are performed. A clock is employed to ensure that the computation for a stage s does not take longer than cs steps for some fixed constant c. In each stage the procedure searches exhaustively for a witness verifying the condition P n+1 , where n is the number of the last condition for that the search was successful. After the last stage, the procedure sets x ∈ D, iff the least number of an open condition is even.
In order to do this search, knowledge about a, b and D is needed. By assumption, the graphs of a and b are computable. The circularity in the definition of D is resolved by aborting the search in stage s, if any question x ∈ D? for |x| ≥ s arises. For smaller inputs, the set D is already fixed at this stage. Finally, if the time for a stage runs out, the search is also aborted.
It remains to prove that for every condition a witness will eventually be found. Such a witness remains valid, hence, finding a witness proves truth of the condition. On the other hand, as the time available for the search increases unboundedly, if the condition is true, eventually a witness will be found. So let P l be the condition with the least number that remains unsatisfied, and let s be the first stage in which a witness for P l was sought.
Case P l = P 4e By construction, this implies b 0 (x) = 0 for |x| ≥ s. Hence, b 0 is polynomial-time computable and a b 0 = a. But then R e (a b 0 ) ⊆ b implies b ≤ m a in violation to the initial assumption.
Case P l = P 4e+1 By construction, this implies b 1 (x) = 0 for |x| ≥ s. Hence, b 1 is polynomialtime computable and a b 1 = a. But then R e (a b 1 ) ⊆ b implies b ≤ m a in violation to the initial assumption.
Case P l = P 4e+2 By construction, this implies b 1 (x) = b(x) for |x| ≥ s. Hence, b 1 = b. But then R e (a) ⊆ b 1 implies b ≤ m a in violation to the initial assumption.
As every case of the contrary assumption leads to a contradiction, the constructed set must fulfill the desired criteria.
Corollary 37. The degrees in P 1 admitting decidable graphs are dense (in themselves).
A question that has received a lot of attention regarding (polynomial-time) many-one reductions between decision problems is about the existence and nature of minimal pairs. In terms of lattice theory 8 , this asks whether the degree 1 is meet-irreducible, and if not, what kind of pairs can satisfy a ⊕ b = 1. Following the initial result by Ladner that minimal pairs for polynomial-time many-one reductions between decision problems exist [26] , Ambos-Spies could prove that every computable super-polynomial degree is part of a minimal pair [2] .
For search problems, however, the question remains open:
Open Question 38. Is 1 ∈ P 1 meet-irreducible?
The techniques used to construct a minimal pair in [26, 2] diagonalize against pairs of reductions R e , R f trying to prevent R e (a) = R f (b) for the constructed representatives a, b. If the equality cannot be prevented, then one can prove that the resulting set is already polynomialtime decidable using a constant prefix of b, hence, polynomial-time decidable. However, for search problems any pair of reductions to a pair of search problems produces a search problem, namely R e (a) ∪ R f (b).
A non-computable minimal pair for Type-2 search problems was constructed in [21] . Here, the crucial part is the identifiability of hard and easy instances, which is not available in a Type-1 setting. The negative answer we obtained for computable many-one reductions in Subsection 3.1 relied on Lemma 31, which again cannot be transferred to the time-bounded case: There are polynomial-time decidable relations R such that neither R nor its inverse ¬R † admit a polynomial-time choice function, even if P = N P should hold 9 .
8 Which are of course not applicable to the original setting. 9 A counterexample can be constructed as follows. On input (x, y), the decision procedure works in stages i, starting at i = 1. In stage 2i, it tests |x| ≤ i ∧ |y| ≤ 2 i , deciding (x, y) ∈ R if yes, and proceeding to the next stage otherwise. In stage 2i + 1, it tests |x| ≤ 2 i ∧ |y| ≤ i, deciding (x, y) / ∈ R if yes, and proceeding to the next stage otherwise.
(Continuous) Weihrauch-reductions
The study of Weihrauch-reductions, i.e. computable many-one reductions in the second order setting, for partial multi-valued functions on Baire space (N N ), formed the template for many results presented in the present paper, hence, we just summarize the respective statements here. The Weihrauch-degrees form a distributive lattice [34, 6] , admit minimal pairs, form a Kleene-algebra and are neither a Heyting nor a Brouwer algebra [21] .
As an example of many-reductions without a direct connection to computability or complexity, we point out that continuous Weihrauch-reducibility was actually introduced first. Again, all partial multi-valued functions on Baire space take the place of the super-category P, while S is given by the continuous partial functions on Baire space. Again, we obtain a distributive lattice [34, 6] and a Kleene-algebra, but minimal pairs no longer exist, instead the degrees form a Heyting algebra [21] .
Non-standard examples
Besides the many-one reductions discussed in Section 3, there are also various interesting notions derived from other categories; justifying our general approach.
Parameterized Search Problems
While parameterized complexity theory [14, 18] is certainly well-established, parameterized search problems are only cursorily touched upon in [20] . However, the main ideas can readily be developed in our framework.
The crucial new element in parameterized complexity theory are parameterizations, which are usually defined to be polynomial-time computable functions κ : {0, 1} * → N [18, Definition 1.1]. We shall take the broader approach of considering any function κ : {0, 1} * → N as a parameterization initially. The parameterizations are the objects in our categories P psp , S psp . A P psp -morphism from κ 1 to κ 2 is any triple (κ 1 , κ 2 , R) where R ⊆ {0, 1} * × {0, 1} * is a partial multi-valued function. In particular, all hom-sets P psp (κ 1 , κ 2 ) are isomorphic in P psp .
The morphisms in S psp are those (κ 1 , κ 2 , R) where R is the graph of some function f such that there is an algorithm computing f with run-time bounded by t(κ 1 (w)) · p(|w|) where t is some computable function and p some polynomial, and f furthermore satisfies κ 2 (f (w)) ≤ F (κ 1 (w)) for some computable function F : N → N. It is clear that S psp is closed under suitable composition, i.e. indeed a category. Now we need products and coproducts of parameterizations. We can define these via (κ 1 × κ 2 )( u, v ) = max{κ 1 (u), κ 2 (v)} and (κ 1 +κ 2 )(iu) = κ i (u). This allows us to define products and coproducts of morphisms in P psp by demanding (κ 1 , κ 2 , R)×(κ ′ 1 , κ ′ 2 , Q) = (κ 1 ×κ ′ 1 , κ 2 ×κ ′ 2 , R×Q) and (κ 1 , κ 2 , R) (κ ′ 1 , κ ′ 2 , Q) = (κ 1 + κ ′ 1 , κ 2 + κ ′ 2 , R Q). Straight-forward calculation verifies that these actually are products and coproducts (when amended with suitable projections and injections), and that S psp is closed under them.
Finally, we define (κ 1 , κ 2 , R) (κ 1 , κ 2 , Q) to hold, iff dom(R) ⊆ dom(Q) ∧ R ⊆ Q holds. We find that commutes with coproducts, products and composition, and that coproducts and products also commute. The infimum inf{ι 1 π 1 , ι 2 π 2 } always exists, hence, we find the parameterized search problems to form a distributive lattice as a corollary of Theorem 12, which we shall denote by P psp . It is worth pointing out that the category of parameterized search problems is a concrete poset enriched p-category over the category of search problems consider in Section 3.
At first it may seem surprising that a parameterized search problem has two parameterizations, not only one for the input, but also for the output. This does enable some nice structural results, for example the identity as a map from the parameterization κ ⊥ to the parameterization κ ⊤ , where κ ⊥ (x) = 1 and κ ⊤ (x) = |x| + 1, turns out to be complete for computable parameterized search problems.
However, for applications one might prefer to use a single parameterization to specify a search problem. In particular, this is a necessary step to consider parameterized approximation problems and parameterized counting problems as a special case of parameterized search problems. This can be achieved by fixing κ ⊥ as the parameterization on the output side. One readily verifies κ ⊥ + κ ⊥ = κ ⊥ × κ ⊥ = κ ⊥ , hence, this restriction is compatible with the lattice operations. The definition of reductions then takes the form:
Definition 39. For simply parameterized search problems (κ 1 , P ), (κ 2 , Q), let P ≤ m Q hold, if there are functions F , G such that x → F ( x, gG(x) ) is a selector of P for any selector q of Q, additionally satisfying that F ( x, y ) is computable in time f (κ 1 (x)) · p(|x| + |y|) and G(x) is computable in time f (κ 1 (x)) · p(|x|) for some computable function f and some polynomial p, and furthermore that κ 2 (G(x)) ≤ g(κ 1 (g)) for some computable function g.
We find empty and initial domains in both P psp and S psp , namely the no-where defined multi-valued function with arbitrary parameterization, and all multi-valued functions x → x for some constant x ∈ {0, 1} * , again with arbitrary parameterization. As in Subsections 3.1, 3.2 we refer to the respective degrees by 0 and 1. We find again a counterpart to Propositions 29, 35: Proposition 40. 1 is the least element in P psp \ {0} and contains exactly those parameterized multi-valued functions admitting a fixed parameter tractable choice function.
This it turn shows us that it is reasonable to consider any non-{0, 1} degree of parameterized search problems as intractable. Comparison with the suggestion made before [20, Theorem 4.2] to regard a parameterized search problem as intractable, iff its tractability would imply tractability of a decision problem regarded as intractable invites the following question:
Open Question 41. Is there a non-fixed parameter tractable single-valued parameterized search problem with binary image below any non-fixed parameter tractable parameterized search problem?
Medvedev-reducibility
While Medvedev-reducibility [28] is not commonly regarded as a many-one reduction, we can nonetheless apply Theorem 12 in order to prove that it is a distributive lattice. For this, we choose P M to be all computable partial multi-valued functions on Baire space, and S M to be all computable partial functions on Baire space. Proceeding as in Subsection 3.3 for the remaining parts of a moce, we obtain just the dual of Medvedev reducibility, as demonstrated in [21] .
